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Motivation

Proposed Approach

Documents have validity for certain time frame
Requirements for validity proof

Storage Profiles

 Use Digital Signature -> satisfy requirements for validity proof

 Certificate chain up to root certificate must be available

 Data and digital signature is stored in 2D Barcode and printed on

 Revocation information is necessary to check whether a certificate has been

document

 Integrity of the data in the document

revoked and since when

 Authenticity of the issuer

 Use Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) for revocation information

 Availability of verification material

 OCSP has its own certificate chain since it must be signed from its issuer as well

 Privacy conformity

 Timestamp to anchor the existence of a document since a certain point in time

 Easily validatable with wide spread equipment

 Attach certificate chain of timestamp service including its OCSP information
to signature
 Use Cryptographic Message Syntax Advanced Electronic Signatures (CAdES) to

Current situation
Seal or handwritten signature is supposed to
create trust

store mentioned information
Long-term verifiability
Examples: birth certificate, certificate of employment, training certificate

 Integrity of data?

 CAdES-B-LT level (including timestamp and revocation)

 Authenticity of issuer?

 Key length for Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is chosen

See British birth certificate as an example
 Who is the identity behind the signature?

with 384 bits -> security level 192 bits

http://opengmp.org/birth-certificate-template-uk-2/birth-certificate-template-uk-ucc1-birth-certificate-high-grade-of-birth-certificate-template-uk-download/

 Resulting JAB Code size 85x85 modules
Implementation of Approach

 Is it authorized to do so?
 Is the data, such as name, date of birth in the birth certificate integer by the signature?

 Not validatable with seal or handwritten signature
 Easy to create Counterfeits

 Turn physical document into a digital document e.g JSON object

Short-term verifiability
Examples: Medical prescription, Visa, temporary documents/certificates

 Use well established X.509 standard for certificate infrastructure

 CAdES-B-B level (no timestamp, no revocation)

 Use JAB Code a polychrome 2D barcode

 Key length for Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is chosen

 Use compression to reduce barcode size e.g. ZIP

with 224 bits -> security level 112 bits
 Resulting JAB Code size 145x145 modules

Process overview
Verification procedure

Creation procedure
 Decide if application requires short-term or long-term profile

 Scan the matrix code on the document and extract the data stored in the matrix code

 Acquire a digital certificate which has an appropriate cryptographic security level.

 Decompress the data to the actual CAdES signature including the enveloped JSON object

A certificate is acquired once for a certain time period
 Create JSON object containing the essential information of the document
 Create a CAdES signature over the JSON object according to the chosen profile

 Validate the basic properties of the signature, ie. verify that it is a correct signature of
the JSON object, and that the certificate chain correctly leads to a trusted root
 Examine the revocation status of the involved certificates depending on the scenario: In a short-term scenario,

 Compress the CAdES signature eg with Zopfli

no certificate shall be revoked at verification time. In a long-term scenario, the embedded OCSP information

 Store the compressed signature in a JAB Code and print it onto the physical document

shall be checked w.r.t. the signing time witnessed by the trusted timestamp
 Compare the content of the JSON object to the printed data. Note that this is the only non-automated step unless
we automate this as well with optical character recognition (OCR)
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